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Unit #1 
 
              
 

   

Criteria 10 7 5 3 

Scanograph 
image and 
timeliness 

Successfully created  and 
correctly saved scanograph ON 
TIME 

Successfully created and correctly 
saved scanograph 1-3 days late 

Successfully created and 
incorrectly saved scanograph 
and/or is 4-5 days late  

Created and incorrectly saved 
scanograph and/or is 6-7 days 
late 

Subject Unity 

Utilized 10+ subjects, 
overlapping and of similar 
elements (color, shapes, etc.) 

Utilized  9-7 subjects, overlapping, 
and of similar elements (color, 
shapes, etc.) 

Utilized  5-6 shapes, some not 
overlapping and may not be of 
similar elements (color, shapes, 
etc.) 

Utilized  3-4 shapes, almost all not 
overlapping, and no obvious 
similarity 

Craftsmanship 

I used my class time very, very wisely. 

My final piece is of my highest quality. 
I took great pride and extra care in the 
finished product. 

I used my class time fairly wisely. My 

final piece is of my moderate quality. I 
took some pride and care in the 
finished product. 

I used my class time poorly. My final 

piece is of questionable quality. I took 
very little pride and care in the finished 
product. 

I used my class time very poorly. My 

final piece is of very low quality. I took 
no pride and care. 

Originality 

Image is very original. Image is 
inventive, creative, and unique! 
The digital took a few risks. 

Image is original and thought out. Image is original; however, alike a 
common theme within the class. 

Image is really similar to someone 
else’s work. Copied the 
composition of another – the 
“usual” 

Chromatic Value 

Scanograph includes at least 9+ 
distinctive values – darks, lights 
and lots of other values – does not 
feel too dark or too light 

Scanograph includes at least 6-7 
distinctive values – darks, lights 
and other values - feel a little too 
dark or too light 

Scanograph includes at least 4-5 
distinctive values – darks, lights 
and a few other values - feels too 
dark or too light 

Scanograph includes only 2-3 
distinctive values – no darks, no 
lights or no variety of values – 
definitely feels too dark or too light 
or too grey 

 

Total Points  /50 points 
 
 
 

Scanograph  RUBRIC 


